TRANSPORT LOGISTICS MANAGER (M / F)
COMPANY DETAILS
Profile Group is a premium Selection and Recruitment company that has been helping candidates in their job search for
over 20 years. Working with a wide variety of companies, we provide candidates with a high quality service that helps both
in the application process and improving the various skills required to succeed in interviews.
Our client, is an evolving group active in the distribution.
Thanks to its success, our client is expanding his team with the commitment of a Transport Logistics Manager (M / F) .

FUNCTION
Main mission :
Organise, coordinate and supervise all shipping flows to ensure the timely delivery of products to all customers of the
group.

Tasks:
You supervise the transport team which runs in several breaks by coaching and managing.
You plan the team's work, set goals for them, and evaluate them.
You coordinate and optimise the means of transport by road in order to route the products to the stores of our customer as
well as the planning of the drivers. If necessary, you re-evaluate and rehearse various transportation partners, negotiate
and conclude a new way of operating;
You are responsible for the goods control service before leaving the warehouse;
You guarantee that all transport documents are complete and that all processes are respected;
You manage all the freight loading docks in order to send the right truck to the right shop;
You optimise the organization and ensure the implementation of operational tools such as indicators and dashboards for
monitoring the performance of shipments;
You supervise about twenty employees live.
You report to the director of the logistics platform.

PROFILE
You ideally have a Bachelor's or Master's degree with economic or logistic orientation or equivalent experience;
You have similar significant experience or in a smaller structure;
In-depth knowledge in the transportation sector is required;
A convincing experience in team management is essential. Experience with a smaller team will be accepted;
You like coaching and you have coaching experience;
You know how to anticipate, structure and organise;
You have the ability to analyse things globally (helicopter view);
You know how to set and manage your priorities;
You are solution oriented.
You are a born leader able to federate around a project;
You have the sense of customer relations;
You have good knowledge of Microsoft Office and are used to using Excel and / or an ERP;
You are oriented towards continuous improvement.

OFFER
A position with responsibilities in an evolving company.
A dynamic and pleasant working atmosphere, with a motivated and supportive team.
An attractive salary package according to your skills (gross salary + company car + meal vouchers and hospitalisation
insurance).

Placed on:
Mon 4 November 2019
Location:
Hainaut

PROFILE GROUP
Bld Louis Schmidt 54
1040 Bruxelles
Belgium
Tel:
027320175









INTERESTED?
For more information:
Call VIRGINIE HOORELBEKE
at the number: 067/64.47.63





